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“The Sexy Brutale” gets a Physical Release on the
Switch, thanks to Super Rare Games
Never-ending masked ball puzzle-and-adventure game arrives as a boxed edition
Super Rare Games today have announced their partnership with Tequila Works and Cavalier
Game Studios to physically release The Sexy Brutale for the Nintendo Switch™. Pre-orders for
the game open on April the 14th at 6pm GMT. Only 5,000 copies have been printed and they
will be available exclusively at superraregames.com.
The version of the game on the cartridge is the latest patch which addresses performance
issues the game had at launch.
The Standard edition will be limited to 4,000 copies and will include a 20 page full colour
manual, interior artwork, exclusive sticker, as well as three trading cards randomly selected
from the five-card set.

There will also be a larger collector's edition available which is limited to 1,000 units. This
version will contain;
- 64 page artbook
- CD Soundtrack
- A3 poster
- Full pack of playing cards
- Full colour comic
- Complete set of trading cards
- Everything listed in the standard version

About The Sexy Brutale
Set during a single, endlessly-looping day within “The Sexy Brutale” – a stately English mansion
converted into a bizarre casino and named by the enigmatic Marquis – players take on the role
of elderly priest Lafcadio Boone.
To progress, Boone must hide, watch and learn the colorful stories of the other guests at the
ball in order to save them from grisly deaths at the hands of the mansion’s staff. By discovering
the key moments and methods how each guest can be saved and gaining occult-seeming
powers linked to their masks, Lafcadio is able to explore deeper and deeper into the mysteries
of the mansion’s past and inhabitants to uncover the truth hidden at the heart of The Sexy
Brutale.
Game Features:
- Unique “Groundhog Day” puzzle concept – hours of gameplay exploring a single day
from different perspectives and locations
- Watch, listen and learn until you are ready to act to save each guest from murder
Multiple distinct areas of the mansion to explore, each with its own scenario, characters
and puzzles

-

Darkly-humorous murder-mystery story spanning the entire mansion Exotic cast of
characters, including 9 guests
Acquire special powers by saving victims to progress deeper into the mansion and
uncover the secret at the heart of The Sexy Brutale

Order your standard copy on the 16th of April at superraregames.com for £29.99.
For more information about The Sexy Brutale please visit the website and follow Super Rare
Games on Twitter for news and updates.
-About Super Rare Games
Super Rare Games strive to bring collectors the very best physical content for the Nintendo
Switch™. We operate alongside our partners to bring the most exclusive offering of the very
best indie games. From the packaging of the products to opening the limited edition trading
cards, we aim to provide gamers with the purest experience. As we look to expand our
collection of games, we hope you join us and grow yours too. You can find out more on the
Super Rare Games website, Twitter, Facebook or Instagram
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